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Good day everyone,
What a pleasant surprise this morning to view the weather forecast and to see the first sign of rainfall after so many weeks of drought.
While it is still not until next week, meteorologists have identified a large system arriving next week.
With total accumulation predicted to be 37-54 mm, if most of that arrives, could be enough rainfall to reverse our concerns for running low on water this year.
Fisheries and Oceans Canada and Cowichan Tribes are working together to assist Catalyst Paper with watershed management decisions.
A key decision on table this week is whether we can afford to sustain the current 7 cms river flow, given how close we are to running out of water.
From professional predictions of lake level, on the assumption that rainfall does not arrive, Kerr Wood Leidal estimates our last day of 4.5 cms (without use of
pumps) is on Nov. 6.
A flow reduction down to 5.5 cms beginning tomorrow could extend that date such that pumps would not be needed until Nov 14th, 8 added days of sustained
river flow without needing pumps and without negative storage from lake.
Any flow reduction from lake initiated this week will help extend the time window before pumps will be needed and prevent lake from negative storage
conditions.
With rainfall predicted but not in hand, in order to be prepared, applications for negative storage in Cowichan Lake will be applied for this week.
Both a SARA permit and an emergency authorization will be applied for to ensure that if lake level drops to levels that will not support healthy flow in Cowichan
River, that pumps are ready and approved to be operated.
Sustaining a base flow in the Cowichan River is a benefit to Catalyst Paper and also a benefit to the many fish in the river who depend on healthy river flows.
Regular trends included below.
Regards,
Brian Houle
Manager, Environment
Catalyst Crofton
250-246-6236
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